
 

Hello. Today I am going to talk to you about a couple of projects that we are doing, that 

we have been working on at The King’s Fund that are in the field of mental health. Both 

examine the process of service transformation. One will look back at the past and one 

towards the future and I hope they will highlight the significant progress that we have 

made in mental health and where we might go from here. 

 

So both projects have been commissioned as part of a larger piece of work by the 

London Mental Health Chief Executive Group which is a group of the chief executives of 

the 10 mental health trusts in London, alongside the directors of social services in 

London, so it is truly a collaborative project. As I mentioned, it is a two-part project: one 

looking back to identify lessons from historical transformation of our service system and 

another looking towards a shared vision of the future of mental health services in London 

for the next five years. 

 

I am going to kick off by focusing on the first piece of work and service transformation 

lessons from mental health is the report that is being launched today. You can download 

it from our website. Too often I think mental health is in the news for all the wrong 

reasons. If we take a pause and take a step back and consider where we were 50 years 

ago, the majority of people with long-term mental health problems were 

institutionalised, kept within hospitals and ostracised from society. Now the majority of 

those people live, with some degree of success, supported to live in the community and 

often make a substantial contribution to society. However much we might think we have 

problems in mental health, this scale of change really is immeasurable. 

 

We accept this as part of our story. This is where we have come from and this is where 

we are today, but others in the acute sector are now looking to us to begin a similar 

process. They are thinking about in their big hospitals, what might acute care services 

look like in the next few years? What can they move out to the community? What does 

that actually look like and how can scale of transformation be achieved? 

 

This report was born out of a process of understanding what happened in the last 50 

years since the de-institutionalisation, as well as what is happening now, how that 

happened. We started a process by first inviting experts to contribute and list through 

different parts of that process. They helped us to understand what it was like on the 

ground; who and how decisions got made and what this meant for different groups. This 

included people who were involved in the national service framework years in the de-

institutionalisation period as well as service users and carers who were involved in that. 

 

These are some of the questions we asked. It was not just what happened but also what 

made that happen? The information was supported by a review of the literature and this 

has formed the basis of a narrative which talks through the process of transformation. It 

details the different policy directives and initiatives. How government intervened at 

different points and the service system as it developed and the emerging evidence base 

which supports many areas of our care. 

 

Finally we considered where we can draw parallels with the acute care sector and what is 

happening today and what they are considering, and importantly where there are key 

differences. 

 

I know you are a heavily mental health audience so I am not going to go through all the 

details of our history because I know most people will know that but I take this 

opportunity to highlight a few of the key findings. The first, really, we found was that 

mental health has had a really vocal proponent for change along the different points of 

our history, from the initial de-institutionalisation process where clinicians, service users, 

carers and government – really there was moral outrage that we needed change. More 



recently in the NSF period, when although the mental health community did not agree, 

the public felt very strongly that community care had failed and that we needed much 

more progressive forms of community provision for certain groups of people. When we 

draw a parallel to what we have on acute care at the moment, although there are strong 

financial and clinical arguments for the delivery of services in the community, I am not 

sure that in practice public support is quite the same. If the campaigns against hospital 

change are anything to go by, acute care needs to learn from mental health and build 

that dialogue with public and with service users to build a case that resonates with all 

parties. 

 

A second area to look at is really that simply moving the location of care is not good 

enough. Providing an alternative service does not work. The national service framework 

drew on evidence-based models and had a blanket implementation process but in the 

last 10-20 years many of those services really struggled to keep going. They drained 

some other parts of the system. They did not necessarily always fit in and most 

importantly often they did not meet local needs. It is really important to learn from this 

because subsequently many of those services were dismantled. 

 

Perhaps one of the models of care that acute care can really learn from is care co-

ordination. This is not about just setting up a service but also thinking about the staff 

that run that service; the types of staff you need; bringing them on board to support 

them in new roles with new skills. It is not also about an NHS story; it is about drawing 

on wider skills: those of the voluntary and independent sectors and local authorities to 

build teams that can provide an overall care pathway for people. 

 

What did we need in order for that to happen? We think this is a question that has come 

up in the group today about, you know, we are seeing lots of different models but 

actually how do we get that? I think Geraldine also touched on it. One thing that acute 

care is really keen – and I think government is as well – is that community care is going 

to solve the problem of cost and generate cost savings. In our literature review we noted 

that all studies of de-institutionalisation have not demonstrated costs – costs are not 

reduced. Although the initial investment was quite considerable, and although the costs 

of community settings are usually lower, in the long run improvements of quality usually 

drain those costs quite considerably. 

 

I guess another systematic lesson is that change requires high quality and stable 

leadership and that needs to be consistent and reflect a consistent direction of change. It 

is great for individual organisations to innovate and do something but it is really 

important to share that learning and for organisations to learn about implementation as 

well as the design. 

 

The final point we had was that when we looked back at our narrative, it really was not a 

linear one. It stopped and started; things worked; things did not work, and the story of 

progress is new challenges and unintended consequences. Transformation really is a 

continual process of development and evolution. There is no one answer. 

 

I hope that has given you a bit of introduction and a taster of the report. I really 

recommend you download it. It is a bit of a celebration, both of how far we have come 

but also has some really important lessons. I think for me, perhaps I was most surprised 

that many of the lessons that we drew were actually really relevant today in our 

continual process of development. That nicely leads me on to the second part of the 

project. 

 

I am going to tease you a little bit here. I am going to tell you a little bit about what we 

are doing and where we have started to go but I am not going to tell you anything about 

too much what we found because that would ruin our next launch. 



We are looking at the future of London’s mental health services. The previous report 

really draws on de-institutionalisation as a much wider process. Now we are focusing 

down a little bit more. The question we are asking is if we started from now, what would 

we like London’s mental health services to look like in the next five years? If the 

previous report has taught us anything, it is not to reinvent the wheel and start from 

scratch. It is the importance of capturing and learning from what we have done, what we 

are doing at the moment. We are starting by examining current patterns of provision. 

What is happening at the moment? What works? What does not work? We are capturing 

existing efforts to develop integrated care pathways. Importantly The King’s Fund is 

facilitating a stakeholder collaboration really to develop some of the design principles. 

   

This is a multi-faceted process. We are looking at an overview and synthesis of literature 

and policy. We are doing a series of stakeholder engagement events and I will tell you a 

little about that. We are doing some interviews with key stakeholders so people with 

particular knowledge. There are a lot of innovators in London and a lot of strategic 

groups and we are capturing what is going on. We are keen to disseminate some of that 

knowledge and the areas that particular groups are interested in forging forward. 

 

Finally, and probably most importantly, we are collecting narratives of service users and 

carers. It is very easy when you are doing a piece of work like this to think, ‘Right, what 

does the landscape look like? What do we think service users need? What do we think 

the system should look like?’ It is another thing actually to come back and see what that 

group particularly say they want and how it looks to them. 

 

So progress so far. The remit of the project is we are covering public mental health so 

we are looking at the broader determinants of mental health, as well as adult acute 

mental health services and care pathways. There are two areas that we will touch on but 

we are not going to focus on. One is childhood and adolescent mental health. It has 

gained quite a lot of interest in the news recently. It is not an area The King’s Fund has 

worked in before and is not an area of our expertise. There are groups such as 

YoungMinds who are really forging forward and have some fantastic work on this area. 

The second instance is older people and dementia. The dementia strategy is clearly 

having quite a large impact, particularly in commissioning. We were keen at this stage to 

really focus our resources and our sights on acute mental services but in terms of 

keeping these in mind, we are still looking at transition and also the differences between 

the types of services and what people need. 

 

We started with the stakeholder engagement events. We brought together people from 

commissioning, local authorities, providers, the independent sector, housing and a really 

sizeable group from service users and carers and people with lived experience. We 

worked together over the period of a day to look at what are the problems? What is 

working well? What would five years later look like? What would you like your system to 

be like? We came up with a list of really key priority areas. We got a consensus pretty 

much. 

 

We then looked at the policy and the wider literature and the indicators of what needs to 

change and there is a lot of policy out there. I think we have referred to a fair amount of 

it today. Much of that again reflects the areas and the key priority areas so this is drilling 

down. Where do we start? I think we have heard so many different ideas it is sometimes 

difficult for commissioners to think, ‘Right, what do we need to start with when people 

are saying there are so many challenges?’ 

 

I am not going to share the specifics of what we found. I am going to talk a little bit 

about some of the challenges of the process. We have got to a point where we have 

really got a consensus on what needs to be done and we have also got some ideas of 

what needs to change and how that can change but the second part of the project has 

really raised some concerns and some issues. I think many have been highlighted a little 



bit here or touched on. Many of the problems that we have highlighted in key priority 

areas are not really new. They are long standing and well documented. The second 

section today is focusing on physical health. I think David Osborn highlighted so nicely 

that these are not new – we are still not changing practice that we have known about for 

10 or 15 years. 

 

The second finding we have come up with is that there is absolutely loads of strategy out 

there. It is not that we do not have people thinking about this. In fact, there are 

academics, there are providers, parts of the NHS, different sectors, all coming up with 

lots of solutions but often there is very little dissemination of those solutions. There is a 

lack of co-ordination and sometimes they actively overlap and clash with each other. 

 

The final was our personal experience, the challenge of getting a collaborative solution.  

Following our really successful first stakeholder engagement day, we brought everybody 

back together. Two separate outcomes focused engagement exercises; to really look at 

how could we work together towards a collaborative solution. I think this is where we 

found the process really challenging because each group sees the solution to the 

problem quite differently. It has become clear during the course of this piece of work 

that what we set out to do was really design a vision in terms of something that a 

consensus of cost groups that they could take away and say, ‘Right, this is what we are 

going to do.’ In reality, it has proved a lot more challenging and the process we are 

writing at the moment is looking more about how to do. 

 

So we are in the final steps of this process. At the moment we are drafting our initial 

findings and we will then take that out to the key stakeholder groups to verify what we 

found and also to see how they feel about the different solutions we have come up with. 

We are practising what we preach and we have ongoing information sharing with Public 

Health England, UCL Partners and the London Mental Health Strategic Clinical Network. 

All three are also looking at solutions and different focus so we are ensuring that we 

align our strategies and we overlap for maximum impact. We also feed back all our 

information that we are getting. The final report from this will be open for publication in 

June 2014 hopefully. 

 

So thank you so much for coming and hearing about what we have been doing here. 

Please download our new report and let us know what you think. 


